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On Subgroups of GL, over Banach Algebras and 
von Neumann Regular Rings Which Are 
Normalized by Elementary Matrices* 
PERE MENAL 
AND 
LEONID N. VASERSTEIN 
Let A be an associative ring with I and let Ezll be the group generated by all 
elementary 2 by 2 matrices over A. In this paper we describe all normal subgroups 
of EZA for all van Neumann regular rings A, as well as for a wide class of rings 
‘-1 containing all Banach algebras. For Banach algebras ,4, the answer involves 
“quasi-ideals” of A, which replace ideals of A in the similar results for CL, A. n > 3. 
ohtained previously by the second author. 1 1991 Academc Prcaa. Inc 
Throughout this paper A will denote an associative ring with 1. 
For any natural number n, let GL,,A be the group of all invertible n by 
12 matrices over A and E,,A the subgroup of GL,,A generated by all elemen- 
tary matrices &‘, where a E A and 1 < i # .j f n. For various classes of rings 
A (see [3, 2&30]) including all Banach algebras and all von Neumann 
regular rings, one has a complete description of all subgroups H of GL,,A 
which are normalized by E,, A, provided that II 3 3. Namely, for any 
subgroup H of GL,,A: 
* During thlc research, the authors were supported in part by CICYT and NSF. 
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(a) If E,,(A, B) c Hc G,,(A, B) for an ideal B of A, then 
E,,(A, B) = [E,,B, E,,il] = [H. E,,A] = [G,,(A, B), E,,A]. 
In particular. H is normalized by E,,A. 
(b) If H is normalized by E,,A, then E,,(A, B) c H c G,,(A, B) for a 
unique ideal B of A. 
Here we use the following notation: G,,(A. B) is the inverse image of 
the center of GL,,(A/B) under the canonical homomorphism GL,,A + 
GL,,(A/B) (if n 3 2, then for an arbitrary ideal B of A, the group G,,(A, B) 
consists of all matrices in GL,,A whose reductions modulo B are scalar 
matrices whose scalars are in the center of A/B); E,,B is the subgroup of 
E,,.4 generated by all elementary matrices over B, E,,(A, B) is the normal 
subgroup of E,, A generated by E,, B (if II 3 3, then for an arbitrary ideal B 
of A. the group E,,(A, B) is generated by elements of the form &‘h’,‘( Pu}i,‘. 
where UEA. DEB, and 1 <i#,j<rz). 
Note that there is no chance to extend the above results (a), (b) with 
II 3 3 to an arbitrary ring A, see [Xl. On the other hand, the uniqueness 
in (b) holds trivially for any ring A, because 
(-YE A: .Y’.‘E H) = B 
whenever H is as in (a) with n 3 2. Also [E,, A, E,, B] = E,,(A, B) for II > 3 
without any restrictions on A and B. 
When IZ = 2, the statements (a) and (b) are not true and so the structure 
of E2A becomes intractable even for rings A like the integers Z (see 
17, 14, 19, 20,23, 241). Since there are non-standard normal subgroups of 
E, A whenever A is a field of 2 or 3 elements (see [6]), the same is true 
for any ring A which has a residue field of 2 or 3 elements. 
Some partial positive results about the structure of E2A were known for 
von Neumann regular rings [29], Banach algebras [30], and rings with 
stable range 1 131, including all commutative rings .4 with stable range 1 
(see [4. 16, 321). 
In particular, it is proved in [29] that if A/rad(A) is von Neumann 
regular, then [E2A, G*(A. B)] c ./?,(A, B) for any ideal B of A. Clearly this 
inclusion implies that every subgroup H of GLzA satisfying condition (a). 
with n = 2 and some ideal B, is normalized by E,A. However, the example 
of the fields A of 2 or 3 elements show that normal subgroups of E,A, 
which do not satisfy any ladder condition E,(A, B) c H c G,(A, B) with an 
ideal B. may exist, even for a regular ring. In these examples, [E,A. E,A] 
is such a subgroup. Nevertheless, replacing E?(A, B) in the ladder condi- 
tion by [E,(A, B). El A], we will obtain a complete description of all 
normal subgroups of E,A for any regular ring A as follows. 
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THEOREM 1. Let A he a uon Neumunn regular ring und let H be II 
subgroup qf GL, A. Then 
(a) !f [E,A, Ez B] c H c G,(A, B) .f;v an ideal B of A, then 
[&A, H] c E2B= E,(A, B) 
and 
[G2(A, B), [E,A, E2A]] = [E,A. [E,A, H]] = [Hn E,A, E,AI 
= [E,A, E,B] = [E,B, EzB] = H. 
In particulur, H is normctlized by [E7 A, E2 A] and both H n E, A and HE, B 
ure normulized by E2A. 
(b) If H is normalized by E, A, then 
[E2A, E,B] c HcG,(A, B) 
f?)r a unique ideal B qf A. 
Recall that a ring A is called (von Neumann) regular if for every a E A 
there is .Y E A such that asa = a. Replacing, if necessary, .V here by sax, we 
can have both uxa=u and ,YUX=.Y. 
COROLLARY. Let A he u uon Neumann regular ring. Then u subgroup H 
of’ E, A is normal (f and onl), if‘ [ Ez A, E2 B] c H c G,(A, B) fix an ideal B 
of’ A. 
In the case of a commutative regular ring A this corollary was proved in 
141. Note that in this case A has stable range 1 (see [9, Corollary 4.5]), 
so E, A = SL, A. In general, the stable range of A could be # 1 (see [ 181) 
and it is an open problem whether A is always a GE-ring; i.e.. GL,,A is 
generated by elementary and diagonal matrices, for all n > 1. 
Theorem 1 will be proven in Sections 1 and 2 below. The uniqueness of 
the ideal B in Theorem 1 (b) is easy to see. This is a consequence of the 
following fact which is true for an arbitrary ring A: If H is a subgroup of 
GL,A such that [E2 A, E, B] c H c Gz( A, B) for some ideal B of A, then 
To verify this fact, observe first that 
g’~*.+’ = [.y’,‘, 1 I.*( - 1 )*.I 1 ‘.‘I E C.&B, E,A] c H 
for any SE B. Secondly, the off-diagonal entries of the matrix x’.‘.Y’.’ are 
both s. so the inclusion .Y’.*.Y~.’ E G,(A, B) implies that .X-E B. 
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In general, the intersection Hn E2A in Theorem1 (a) cannot be replaced 
by H, because [E,B, EzA]#[H, E,A] when H=G,(A, B) and A= B 
is the field of three elements. However, Theorem l(a) says that 
[E,A, EzB] = [G,(A, B), E,A], provided that the group E,A is perfect. 
i.e.. E, A = [Ez A, Ez A]. If this is the case, then a subgroup H of GL, A is 
normalized by E, A whenever [E,A, El B] c H c GJ A, B) for an ideal B 
of A. 
In proving Theorem 1, we will take advantage of an “abundance” of zero 
divisors in A (since any division ring is regular, this remark should not be 
understood too literally). 
Now we turn our attention to Banach algebras. Here we take advantage 
of an “abundance” of units (see the hypotheses of Theorem 2 below which 
holds for any Banach algebra A by taking .Y, = I/N with a large integer N, 
depending on a). But here we have a problem because (for an arbitrary 
ring .4) there are normal subgroups of E,A corresponding to any quasi- 
ideal [3 I, Sect. 41 Y of A (e.g., Ez( A, Y), see [3 1, Proposition 4.21) which 
do not satisfy any ladder condition [E, A. Ez B] c H c G,(A, B) with an 
ideal B unless Y is an ideal (in which case B= Y). 
The reason why we do not need quasi-ideals in Theorem I is that every 
quasi-ideal of a regular ring is ideal (see Proposition 2.1 below). Also this 
is in the case for every Banach algebra which is either simple or com- 
mutative (see 130, 3 I I). But there is a 4-dimensional algebra over the real 
numbers with a quasi-ideal that is not ideal, namely. the exterior 
(Grassmann) algebra on a 2-dimensional real vector space, (see [ 30, 3 1 I). 
Recall [3 1, Sect. 41 that a quasi-i&al Y of a ring A is defined as an 
additive subgroup of A such that ~JZ, JU,~’ E Y for all a E A and J’ E Y. 
Before we state our next theorem, we will introduce some notation. For 
any subset Y of a ring A we denote by E7 Y the subgroup of GL2 A 
generated by Y ‘.’ and Y’,’ and we define E?(A, Y) to be the normal 
subgroup of E,A generated by E3 Y. When Y is an ideal, this notation 
agrees with the previous one. 
Let C2(A, Y) denote the set of all KE GL,A such that [g, E, A] c 
E,(A, Y). Clearly C,(A, B)c G2(A, B) for any ring A and any ideal B 
of A; the equality C,(A, B)= G,(A, B) is equivalent to the inclusion 
C&A, GAA, B)l c E,(A, B). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 2A = A and thut ,fbr an)! elenwzt N E .4 there 
is u finite .cequetm .x1 . . . . . .Y ,v in A .such thut s, + + .Y \ = 1 and 
1 - (a.~,)’ E GL, A ,fhr ~11 i. Let H he m subgroup of GL, A. Then 
(a) !f’E,(A, Y)c HcC,(A, Y).f or a quusi-ideal Y qf A, then 
E,(A, Y)= [E2A, E> Y] = [E,A, E,(A, Y)] = [E,A, HI 
= [E,A, C,(A, Y)] c H. 
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In particular, H is normalized by E2 A. Moreover C2(A, Y) = Gz( A, Y) when 
Y is an id& of A. 
(b) If H is normalized by Ez A. then E2(A, Y) c H c C,(A, Y) ,for a 
unique quasi-ideal Y of A. 
In Sections 3 and 4 below we prove some conclusions of Theorem 2 
under weaker hypotheses on A. Note that under a slightly different 
hypotheses on A, Theorem 2 was proved in [31] in the case when every 
quasi-ideal of A is an ideal. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, a subgroup H of E,A 
is normal (f and only if E7( A, Y) c H c C?( A, Y) ,jbr a quasi-ideal Y qf’ A. 
Besides all Banach algebras, Theorem 2 covers, for example, the ring of 
all bounded smooth functions on any smooth manifold. More generally, 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold for any connected topological ring A 
with GL, A open in A. 
Also Theorem 2 can be applied to many semilocal rings. We call A semi- 
local if A/rad(A) is a direct product (possibly, infinite) of matrix rings over 
division rings. For example, any Artinian ring is semilocal. In Section 5 
below we will see that the semilocal rings A satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2 are exactly those rings A for which the hypotheses of the 
following corollary hold. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A = 2A hr a semilocal ring without ,factor rings 
isomorphic to a matrix ring M,,(Z/3Z). Then the conclusions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 2 hold,for an?> subgroup H of GL,A. 
For a commutative local ring, Corollary 3 was proved in [ 1, 10, 12, 13. 
1.5, 17, 251; see [2, 51 for results about commutative semilocal rings. Note 
that for any commutative ring A = 2A, every quasi-ideal of A is an ideal 
(see 131, Lemma 4.1 I). If 2A # A, then quasi-ideals appear even in com- 
mutative local rings (see [ I]). In [ 111 it is shown that for any normal 
subgroup H of GL,A there is a unique ideal B of A such that E,(A, B) c 
H c G,(A, B), provided that A is a semilocal ring satisfying the following 
two conditions: there is a unit t: in the center of A such that 1 --I: is a unit 
too; A has neither factor rings which are division algebras with centers of 
cardinality less than 5 nor factor rings which are isomorphic to M,(Z/2Z). 
1. PRWF OF THEOREM l(a) 
As usual, the mixed commutator [H, , Hz] of two subgroups 1-I,, H, ol’ 
a group H is defined as the subgroup of H generated by all commutators 
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[h,, h,] =h,l1*h, ‘h* ’ with II, E H, and h, E H,. It is easy to check that 
[H,, Hz] = [H7, H,] and that [H,, H,] is normalized by both H, and 
Hz. 
In this .wtion A is a con Neumunn regulur ring and B is an ideul of A. 
LEMMA 1.1. [B’.‘, A*,‘] c [E,B, E>B]. 
Proof1 Let 11 = h’.’ with h E B and g = u2. ’ with u E A. We find .Y E A such 
thath.~-h=h.Sete=sh~B,g,=(eu)‘~‘~B~~1.andg,=((1-e)a)‘~‘~A’~’. 
Then h~~=h.g=g,g~.Since [h.g]=hgh ‘g ‘=g,[g, ‘,h][1~,g~lg, ‘, 
it remains to show that [II, g?] E [E2 B, E,B]. But 
[h. g,] = [b’,‘, (( 1 -e) u)~.‘] 
= [e’.‘, (( 1 ~ e) U/I)‘.‘] E [E, B, Ez B]. 
The lemma is proved. 1 
COROLLARY I .2. [ Ez B, Ez A] = [E? B, E, B]. In pnrticuiur, E, B is 
nortnah’zecl b>x E, A, i.e., E, B = E,(A, B). 
Proof: By Lemma 1.1, [B’.‘, A’.‘] c [E?B, E,B]. Since E,B is nor- 
malized by the permutation matrix in GL?A, we obtain also that 
[B’.‘, A’.‘] c [E?B, E,B]. 
This shows that E,B, and hence [E, B, E,B], are normal subgroups of 
E2A. Thus 
[E,B, EzA] c [EzB, E,BI 
Because the reverse inclusion is clear the corollary is proved. 1 
The next lemma is contained in the results of [31]. However, for the 
reader’s convenience we give here a proof in our special situation. 
LEMMA 1.3. [G,(A, B), E,A] c E,(A, B). 
Proof: It suffices to show that [G2(A, B), A”.‘] c E,(A. B). Let 
.Y E A and /I = 
We have to prove that [/I, .Y’,‘] E E?(A, B). We pick ZE A such that 
hzb=b. Set e=zb~B, [=(I--e).u~A, ~,=?‘EE,A, ~,=(~J.x)‘.‘EE~B. 
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‘Then .Y’.’ = g, gz, hence 
[h, x2.‘] = [h, g, g21= g,cg, ‘, hllk Rzl ,Y; ‘. 
Since [E?(A, B), g,] c E2(A, B), it suffices to show that [g, ‘, 121, [II, g2] E 
E2(A, B). 
Since ht = 0 and a’h + h’cl= 0, we obtain that h’dt = 0 and 
c&!, ‘> h]=[(~t)‘.‘,h]=(dta’~t)‘~‘diag(l, Ii&h’). 
Since diag( 1, 1 + dth’)= [((/#.I, (h’)‘,‘] E [E,A, EzB] c E,(A, B) and 
(dtrr’-t)‘.‘EB”.‘cEzBcE2(A, B), we conclude that [g, ‘,lzl~E~(A, B). 
It remains to show that [II, g2] E .!?,(A, B). We can replace h here by 
( -rt)‘,’ 11(&)‘.‘. So we may assume that de=O. Then 
[A, g,] = (hsh’)‘.’ diag( 1 + h.ua’. 1 )( -e.x)‘,‘. 
Since u’hc = a’h =0 and h, eE B, we have that diag( 1 + ~.YLI’, 1) = 
[b’-‘, (sti’)‘.‘] E E2(A, B). Thus Lemma 1.3 is proved. 1 
Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 give the first conclusion in Theorem 1 (a). 
LEMMA 1.4. [Z&B, E,B] = [ErB. [E,B, E,B]]. 
Proof: Let h, I E B. Then 
[h’.‘, ,‘.‘I = [[IT’.‘, w(l)], x1.‘] E [[E2B, &A], E,B]. 
where \I.( 1) = 1 ‘.‘( ~ 1 )‘.I 1 ‘x2 E E,A. By Corollary 1.2, [E,B, EzA] = 
[ Ez B, E2 B]. Then the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 1.5. [E2B, E,B] = [G,(A, B), [&A, &A]]. 
Proqf: Pick any h E G,(A, B). For any g E E,A we have that 
[g, A] E E,B by Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.2. Consider the map 
given by 4(g) = [g, II] [E, B, E2 B]. Then q!~ is a homomorphism into an 
abehan group. So its kernel contains [E,A, E,A]. That is, 
Ck C&A, -%A11 = C-E,& E,BI 
Since h is an arbitrary element of G,(A, B), we conclude that 
[G,(A, B), [E,A, E,AIl= C&B. E,Bl. 
Lemma 1.4 gives the reverse inclusion. 1 
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LEMMA 1.6. [G,(A, B)n E,A, E,A] = [E2B, E2A]. 
Proof: We have to prove that [G2(A, B) n E,A, EIA] c [E? B, E,A] 
(the reverse inclusion follows from E, B c G2( A, B) n E2 A). 
It suffices to show that 
[G2(A, B)n E2A, A’.‘] = I&B, E,A]. 
Let -5 e, g,, g,, and /z as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 above and in 
addition h E E,A. We must prove that [h, s’,‘] E [E,B, E2A]. As above, 
x2.’ = g, g, and 
Since [h, g2] E [E, B, E, A], it remains to show that 
CJT, ’ , hl E [Ez B, E,A]. 
Since ht = 0 and u’h + h’d= 0, we obtain that h’& = 0 and 
IK, ‘> h]=[(-t)‘-‘.h]=(~tt~‘-tf)l.‘diag(l.l+tlth’). 
Since diag( 1, 1 + dth’) = [(dt)2.‘, (h’)‘.2] E [E,A, E, B]. it remains to 
show that (&a’- t)‘.‘E [/?,A, EZB]. 
Now we find J’E A such that (dtu’- t) >ju’fu’- t) = dtd- t = (c&u’- t) CJ’, 
where e’ = (e’)’ = ),(&a’ - t) E B, because dtu’ - t E B. Note that 
(dt(1 -e’) are’)“.’ = [(cir)“,‘, diag(1 + (1 -r’) ~‘e’, 1)] E [E,A, E,B] 
because 
diag(1 +(1 -e’)a’e’, 1) 
=[((l-e’)a’)‘.‘,(e’)‘-‘]E[E,A,E~B]cE~B. 
Similarly, 
(dte’a’( I ~ e’))‘.’ = [(a?)‘.‘, diag( 1 + r’u’( 1 -e’), 1 )] E [E,A, E,B]. 
Since 
dtu’ - t = (dta’ ~ f) e’ = dt’u’ - te’ + dt( 1 ~ e’) de’ ~ dte’u’( 1 - e’), 
the relation (dtu’- t)‘.’ E [E,A, .!C2 B], which we have to prove, is equiv- 
alent to 
(dte’a- tc’)“.’ E [E,A, E,Bl. 
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which follows from 
(&~‘a’ - te’)‘.’ = [( -te’)‘.‘, h] diag( 1, 1 - dtr’h’) 
= [( -ttd)2.‘, h][( -dt)? (e’hy] E [E,A, EZB]. 
(Here we have used that ht = 0 and h’df = 0). I 
Now we are ready to complete our proof of Theorem I (a). We have 
[Hn EzA, &AI 
= L-&B, E,BI (Lemma 1.6, Corollary 1.2) 
= C&B, IE,& C-&B, E,BIIl (Lemma 1.4) 
c C-&A, I&A, HI1 (since [ E2 B, E2 B] c H) 
c [&A, E,B] (by Lemma I .3 and Corollary 1.2) 
= [ElB, EZBI (by Corollary 1.2) 
= [E>B, C&B, E,BIl (Lemma 1.4) 
c [Hn E,A, E,A] (since [ E2 B, E, B] c H n E2 A 1. 
This gives 
[Hn E,A, E,A] = [E,A, [&A, H]] = [&A, E,B] = II&B, E,B]. 
Now Lemma 1.5 completes the proof of Theorem l(a). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM l(b) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ez:rq~ quusi-i&w1 Y qf’ any wn Neumann regular ring 
.4 is un ideal. 
Proc$ Let J E Y. Choose u E A with y= JUJ’ and u = UJU By the defini- 
tion of quasi-ideal, u E Y and 
p, UJ’%, (a+ I -UJ) .l’(Uf 1 -UJ) 
belong to Y, hence 
e := J‘U = (u + 1 -q) J’(U + 1 - UJ) - u + UJ’U E Y. 
Let r E A. Then 
e+er(l -r)=(l +rr(l -e))e(l +er(l -e))E Y, 
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and hence 
rr=rrr+er(l --C)E Y+ Y= Y. 
So ),A = eA c Y. Similarly, ill, c Y. The proposition is proved. 1 
For any subgroup H of GL,A we set 
L(H)= (.YEA:.Y’~‘EH} 
It is clear that L(H) is an additive subgroup of A and that 
L(E,(A, B)) = L( G,( A, B)) = B 
for any ideal B of A. 
Now we assume that H is normalized by E,A. Then E,(A, L(H)) c H, 
because x1.' = H~(~)(s'.') ' ~(1 ) ’ E H for every x E L(H), where u( 1) = 
l’,‘(-l)‘,’ ~‘,‘EE,A. Set 
K= (REGL~A: [,q. &A] c H). 
Then K is a subgroup of CL,(A), H c K, K is normalized by E,A and 
[K, E2A] c H. Let a, hi A such that cr’.‘h’.’ E K. Since [/I’.‘, x2.‘] = 1, for 
all .YE A, we have [a’,‘, s’~‘] = [u’.‘h’.‘, x’,‘] E H. Hence [u’.‘, EzA] c H. 
that is, c1’.’ E K. Thus we see that u, h E L(K) provided that tr’,‘h’-’ E K. This 
fact will be used often in what follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. Ler K = .x1.’ diag(u, I:) .I’.’ E K ~td II. I’ sitnilrtr in CL, A. 
Thrn .I-‘.‘, diag(u, 1:) and JS’.’ belong to K. 
Proqf: Write z’= bu/j ‘. Then 
g2 = ([j I)‘-’ gI( -/I I)‘.‘= (-/h$)‘.’ ( -.\-)‘.‘E H, 
hence .Y’.’ E K. Similarly J’.’ E K. So diag(u, r) E K. 1 
COROI,I~ARY 2.3. Let g=.u’,’ diag(u. P) .I’.’ E K. Thm (.Y - y)‘,’ rtnrl 
diag(ur, VU) belong to K. 
Proof: We have 
XlC’( 1 ) gu( 1 ) 1 =s’,‘diag(ur, PU)(U ‘(,t--s)c)“” ( -J*)‘.‘EK, 
so (.Y- J.)‘.’ diag(ur, PU)(U ‘(J.-.X) l.)’ ’ E K. Hence, by Lemma 2.2. 
(.v - J,)‘,‘. diag(uv, ~‘11) E K. 1 
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LEMMA 2.4. A.rsum~ thut 2A = A. Let g = ~‘3~ diag(u, 1’) .I”.’ E K. Then 
diag(u, P) E K. 
Proof: By Corollary 2.3, (9 - J,)‘.’ E K. So g, = J.‘.’ diag(u, c) J.~.’ E K. 
Then 
(-J.)‘.’ g, J’.’ = diag(u, p) y’.‘y’.‘= ( * )‘,I diag(u. r) J.‘.‘, 
By using again Corollary 2.3, g2 = J”.’ diag(u, ~1) J*‘.’ E K. Hence 
g,= l’,‘[(-LW y*. gz ‘]( ~ 1)‘J 
=1’.‘(1 pl,u--‘)‘.’ (p,)‘-‘j,‘.‘J,‘.‘EK, 
hence 
Set 
L= {~EE~A: [diag(u, v), g]EH). 
Since H is normalized by E,A, for every g, g’ E L we have 
[diag(u, u), g ‘1 = g ’ [diag(tr. u), g] ’ g6 H, 
[diag(u, c), gg’] = [diag(u, L). g] g[diag(u, c), g’] g ’ E IL 
Thus L is a subgroup of E,A. Clearly [g4, EzA] c E,A and since g4 E K, 
[ g4, E2 A] c H. Hence g, normalizes H n E, A and because E, .4 nor- 
malizes H we see that diag (u, L.) normalizes H n E, A. On the other hand 
diag( u ‘, 1: ‘)[diag(u, u), g]-’ diag(cr, c)= [diag(u ‘, 11 ‘). g]. 
Therefore g E L when g E E2 A and [diag(w ‘, r ’ ), g] E H. 
Since g, E K and 1 ‘.‘(vu ’ - 1 )‘.I ( - 1 )‘.’ commutes with the subgroup 
I ‘.‘A’.‘( - l)‘.‘. we obtain that 
[diag(u, t:), 1 ‘.‘A’.‘( - 1 )‘.‘I = [gj, 1 ‘.‘A’.‘( - I )‘.?I c H, 
that is, 1 ‘.‘A’.‘( ~ 1 )‘.‘c L. 
Applying this argument to 
g, = ~(1) g ‘u*(l) ’ = JX’.’ diag(c ‘, K’) .x2.’ E K 
instead of ,e =.x1.’ diag(u, c) J,‘.‘. we conclude that 
[diag(r ‘, u -1). Ii,‘A’,‘(-l)‘,‘] =H, 
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Conjugating this by I, we obtain that 
[diag(u ‘, 1’ ‘),(-l)‘.‘,4’.~l’.‘lcH, 
that is, (-1)l.l A’.‘l’,‘cL. 
In particular. ((-I)‘,’ 1 ‘.‘l’.‘)(l ‘.‘(~-I)‘.’ ( I)‘.‘)= ( ~)‘.‘EL, hence 
( -4)‘.’ E L, because diag( - 1, - 1) E L. Since L is normalized by 
diag(2, l/2) (here we use the condition 2A = A), we conclude that I’.’ E L, 
hence A ‘. ’ c L. 
Similarly A’,’ c L. Thus L = E, A. But then diag(u, c) E K as desired. 1 
For the resf tf this srcfion. A is N con Neumunn regular ring. 
LEMMA 2.5. A,,L( H), L(H) A,, c L(H). ~thcvc A,, is the idtwl of’ A 
gtwerurtd hj, all nilpottwts. 
ProoJ Let ~3 E L(H) and I’, e = E’ E A. Then 
g=diag(l, l+e~(l--c))=[c~.‘.(r(l~c))‘,‘]~EzA, 
hence gy’.‘g ’ = (~3 + N( I ~ e) ,I.)‘. ’ E H. So w( 1 - e) 1‘ E L(H). 
Thus we have shown that t>A( 1 -P) L(H) c L(H). By [9, p. 27 (proof of 
Proposition 3.3)], the subring (without 1) of A generated by all rA( 1 -e) 
with idempotents IJ is the ideal A,, of A generated by all nilpotents of A. So 
A,,L(H) c L(H). 
Similarly L(H) A,, c L(H). 1 
LEMMA 2.6. t)L( H)( 1 - tj) c L(H) ,/i)r uny c = e2 E A. 
Proqf: Let 1‘ E L(H). Pick z E A such that 
ey( I ~ e) = ey( 1 ~ 0) ZJJ,( 1 - e) and :=q(l -e)z. 
Then 
eJ,(l -P)=ty(l -e)((l -P)X)L’?‘(l -e) 
and 
(1 -e)ze=(l -P)x?,l’(l -e),-e. 
By Lemma 2.5, applied to the latter equality, (1 -0) Z~E L(H). So, 
applying Lemma 2.5 to the former equality, e~x( 1 ~ (3) E L(H). 1 
LEMMA 2.7. CL(K), L(K)ec L(K),ftir un)a c=t>‘~ A. 
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Proqj: Let y E L(K) and e = e2 E A. Then 
i 
1 + (1 -e).t)e -(1 -e)>(l -e) 
eye 1 - e>q 1 - e) 
= 
i eyl ‘;‘)(:. ;)(,l, e;l)EK 
By Lemma 2.6, 
and 
diag( 1, 1 + el*( 1 -e)) = [P’.‘, (ej( 1 -e))‘,‘] E K 
diag(l -(1 -e)ye, l)= [(l -e)‘.‘. (-(I -e)(l’e))‘.‘]EK, 
hence 
It follows that (eye)‘,’ E K, i.e., e)e E L(K). Then, by Lemma 2.6, 
e.I’ = e~( 1 - e) + else E L(K). Thus eL(K) c L(K) for any idempotcnt e in A. 
Similarly L( K)e c L(K). 1 
LEMMA 2.8. tL(K) t c L(K) ,jbr uny t E A. 
Proof: For any t E A, we write t = t.xt and set e = xt. Let ?; E L(K). By 
Lemma 2.7, ey E L(K), hence 
1 0 
tJ’t I + t>q 1 - t.u) i 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.7. J,( 1 - ts) E L(K), hence 
1 0 
0 1 - ty( 1 - tx) 
Therefore 
(tyt)‘.’ l 0 0 E i E K. 
tyt 1 + ty( 1 - ts) 
>i 1 
0 1 - ty( 1 - tx) 
> 
Thus tyt E L(K). 1 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. L(K) is an ideal of A. 
PI@: By Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.8, it suffices to show that 
.I,AJ, c L(K) for every YE L(K). Choose ~3’ E A such that J,J“J’ = ,t’ and set 
e = J:,*‘. Let u E A. 
Then 
()>‘)‘.’ [(-u)“,‘, ( -.v)‘.?](-,f)‘.’ 
= diag( 1 - JU( I -e), 1 + UJ’ - ~,‘.~q)(h’)‘.’ ( - JUJ~)‘. E H 
for some h’ E A. Note that 
diag(l-Jz(l-r),l)=[(-j,)‘,‘,(n(l-e))’-’]EH 
and 
SO (h’)“,’ (-Ju~)‘.‘EK, hence (-JuJ,)‘.‘EK. SOJYJJ,EL(K). 1 
LEMMA 2.10. Assume tllut e, s, y E A, CJ =e’, 1 E 1 + rA( 1 - 6’) unto’ 
g= diag( 1, r) .Y’.‘!.‘.’ E K. Then diug( 1, a). x’.‘. ).‘.I belong to K. 
Ptmf: It suffices to show that diag( I, x) E K. By Corollary 2.3, 
diag(z, 2) E K. But then 
[c’.“, diag(x, ‘z)] = (a - I )I.’ E H, 
hence 
[r’-‘, (x- l)‘.‘] =diag( 1. #Y)E Hc K. 1 
Now we can complete our proof of Theorem 1 (b). Set B = L(K). By the 
definition of L(K), [E,A, E,B] c H. So it remains only to show that 
H c G,(A, B). We will prove that Kc GZ(A, B). It suffices to show that 
h E B for any matrix /I = (y i;) E K. Let h ’ = (y 2’). We pick 3 E A such that 
hzh = h and set e=zh. Note that e = (1’ and he= h. Replacing 11 by 
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( - d; )‘. ’ h( dz)“. ’ E K, we change d by u’- kb = d( 1 - e). So we may assume 
without loss of generality that d = d( 1 - e), 
Then a’h = a’he = (a’h + h’d)e = 0 and 
[h, e’.‘] = (M’)‘,‘diag(l + ha’, l)( -e)‘.’ E H. 
Note that 1 + ha’ = 1 + e’ha’( 1 ~ e’), where e’ = hr. Then, by Lemma 2.10. 
e2. ’ E K, that is, E E B = L(K). By Proposition 2.9, Ah = Ac c B. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2(a) 
Let A be a ring. We will use that 
for all r E CL, A, hence the diagonal matrix 
diag(r, z~ ‘) = ~rjcc)nj - 1 ) E E2A 
for ail M s CL, A (Whitehead’s lemma). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under the hypotheses of’ Theorem 2. 
[E,A, El Y] = [E,A, E,(A, Y)] = E2(A, Y) 
fi)r an?s subset Y of‘ A. 
Proof: Clearly [El A, E, Y] = [E2 A, E,(A, Y)] c E,(A, Y) without any 
restrictions on A. So it suffices to show (under our hypothesis on A) that 
E2( A, Y) c [ E,A, E, Y]; that is , jt’.’ E [El A, E, Y] for every y E Y. 
Using the hypothesis with a = 1, we find s, E A such that C X, = 1 and 
1 ~ .~+f E CL, A for all i. Then 
((I k-u,) .l’(l f-u,)-J)‘.’ 
= [diag( 1 k x,, (1 k s,) ‘), J.‘.‘] E [E2 A, El Y] 
for all i, hence 
(4~~~‘~‘=~((1+.~,)~~(1+.~,,-~~)‘-~(~~~(1-.~,)~(1-.~,))‘~~ 
E [E, A, El Y]. 
SO 
?’ ‘.’ = diag( l/2, 2)(4~)‘,’ diag( 112, 2) ’ E [Ez A, E, Y]. i 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that jar el’er>’ (I E A there is u ,finite sequence 
.Y , , . . . . .y, in A such that x, + + .yc = 1 urrci 1 + U.Y, E GL, A ,for all i. Then 
E,(A, E) is normal in GL, A = G?(A, A) and [E, A, G,(A, B)] c E,(A, B) 
,fbr ever!, ideul B qf A. 
Proof: This was proved in [31, Theorem 21. 1 
Note that Theorem 2(a) is contained in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2(b) 
Let A be a ring and let H be a subgroup of GL?A normalized by E? A. 
We define 
Y(H)= jrEA: r’.‘diag(u, L.).s’.‘EH for some u, CEGL,A and SEA): 
Y’(H)= (SEA: r’.’ diag(u, c)s’.‘E H for some u, L~EGL,A and rEA). 
LEMMA 4.1 (Lemma 14 of [31]). T 1, 5 cm udditice subgroup qf A x A and 
(uhu, u ‘cu ‘)~Tn~henecer (h,c)~Tundu~GL,A. 
Proof: Let (h, c), (h’, c’) E T. Then 
(pc,‘)‘.’ (1.?lb’.2(((.))?1 (/,)I.‘) I)((.‘)‘.‘= ((.Q)“.’ (/,p/,‘)l.‘EH. 
hence (h - h’, I’ - c.‘) E T. So T is an additive subgroup. 
The second statement is obtained by conjugating ?‘h’.’ by the matrix 
diag(u, K’)E E,A. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Y(H) = Y’(H), Y(H) is un udditiw subgroup of A, and 
r’Y(H)cc = Y(H),for eaerjs 2. x’ E GL, A such that diag(cc ‘, a’) E E,A. 
Proof: Taking inverses and conjugating by ~t.( 1) we obtain the first 
conclusion. 
To prove the second conclusion, assume that r, r’ E Y(H), i.e., 
h = r2-’ diag(u, 1:) $I.2 E H and h’ = (r’)‘.’ diag(u’, c’)(.v’)‘.’ E H for some 
II. I’. u’, 1.’ E CL, A and s, s’ E A. Then 
(-r’)‘.’ h(/f’) 1 (r’)l.’ 
=(r-r’)‘.‘diag(zr(u’)-‘, L.(v’) ‘)(u’(.P-.~‘)(n’) ‘)‘.“E H, 
hence r - r’ E Y(H). Thus Y(H) is an additive subgroup of A. 
Conjugating h = r’.’ diag(u, 1.) XI-’ E H by diag(r ‘, x’) E Ez A we obtain 
the last conclusion of the lemma. 1 
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LEMMA 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2 
(a) diag(u, v) E H whenever h = diag(zr, r) u~~‘~‘~~c~~’ E H ,for SOME 
u,~EGL,A anda,h,cEA; 
(b) EdA, Y(H))c H. 
Prooj: (a) Conjugating by ?‘, we are reduced to the case c = 0, that 
is, I? = diag(u, v) a2x’h’,‘. By Lemma 2.4, diag(u, v), a’.‘, f~‘.~ E K. 
Using the hypothesis of Theorem 2 with u = 1, we find X,E A such that 
C x, = 1 and 1 - xf E GL, A for all i. 
We have 
((1 &.u,)h(l *.~,)-/#~z 
=[diag(l~x,,(li-xj)~1),h’.7]~[E,A,K]cH 
for all i, hence 
(4h)‘~‘=~((l+.\-,)h(l+x,)-h)‘~‘(h-(l-.u,)h(l-x;))‘~‘~H. 
so 
h’,’ = diag( l/2, 2)(4h)‘.’ diag( 1,‘2, 2))’ E H. 
Similarly, a2,1 E H. So diag(u, c) E H. 
(b) By Proposition 3.1, [E,A, E,(A, ‘Y(H))] =E,(A, Y(H)). So it 
suffices to show that [a’.‘, r’,‘] E H for all r E Y(H) and a E A. By the 
definition of Y(H), h = r2.’ diag(u, ‘:) ,s’,‘E H for some u, ~EGL,A and 
.YEA. By (a), diag(u,r)cH. So l~‘=I’diag(u.~))‘=r’~‘(uso ‘)‘.‘EH. 
Therefore [a’.‘, r’.‘] = [u’.‘, h’] E H. 1 
PROPOSITIOK 4.4. Under the hypotheses qf Theorem 2, let H, he the 
~iormal subgroup qf E,A generated by all mutricrs in H qf the form 
diag(u, ~)a’~‘h’~‘c’~‘, ‘there u, CE CL, A und u, h, c~ A. Then E,(A, Y(H)) c 
H, = C,(A, ‘f’(H)). 
Proqf By Lemma 4.3(b), E2(A, Y(H)) c H, hence E,(A, Y(H)) c H,. 
Now we have to prove that H, c C,(A, Y(H)), that is, [E,A, H,] c 
E,(A, Y(H)), i.e., [,!?,A, /z] c E,(A, Y(H)) for any h E H of the form 
h=diag(u, v) a’.‘h’.‘c2.‘. Conjugating this by ?I, we are reduced to the 
case I’ = 0, i.e., 1’ = diag(u, t:) ~~,‘h’.‘. 
By the definition of Y(H) and Lemma 4.2, a, h E Y(H); i.e., the images of 
(I’.’ and h’.’ in EzA/E2(A, Y(H)) are trivial. In particular. u2.’ and h’,’ 
commute with E2A modulo E,(A, Y(H)). On the other hand, by Lem- 
ma 4.3(a). diag(‘r, r) E H. By the definition of Y(H), every diagonal matrix 
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diag(u, L.) in H commutes with E,A modulo E,(A, Y(H)). So h commutes 
with E,A modulo E,(A, Y(H)), i.e., [Ez A, 111 c E,( A, Y(H)). 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. Under the hgwtht~ws of’ Throrm 2, m~nw thut 
[E2A. H]cH,. Then EJA, Y(H))cHeC’,(A, Y(H)). 
Prmf: By Proposition 4.4, E,(A, Y(H)) c H, c C,( A, Y(H)), hence 
[E, A, H] c C1( A, Y’(H)); that is, [E, A, H] commutes with E,A modulo 
E,(A, Y(H)). For a fixed h E H we consider the map 
@: E2A + (C’,(A. Y(H)) n E,,4)/E2(A, Y(H)), 
given by Q(g) = [1z, 81 E,(A, Y(H)). This is a map from a perfect group 
(see Proposition 3.1 with Y = A) into a commutative group (see the defini- 
tion of C?(A, Y(H))). Moreover, it is easy to see that @ is a group 
homomorphism. So @ is trivial. Thus [H, E, A] c E,(A, Y(H)). i.e.. 
Hc CJ.4 y(H)). I 
PROPOSITION 4.6. (in&r the hypothesis qf Proposition 3.2, the h~~ppotht~sis 
[E, A, H] c H, c?f’ Corollury 4.5 holds. 
Proof: Let .Y E A, 
E H and ,q ’ = 
By the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2, we find s, E A such that x .Y, = I 
and 1 - u’bxx, E GL, A for all i. Then 
But 1 - h.r.u,cr’~ GL, A (see [27]). Hence [(Ts,)‘.‘, g] E H, for each i. 
Since jJ (xx,)‘. = .$‘, we obtain that [.?.I, g] E H,. Thus [A2.‘, g] c H,. 
Similarly [A’-‘, s] c H,. It follows that [E,A, H] c H,. 1 
Prooj: Since 2A = A we have only to prove that (11’u E Y(H). for all 
J’E Y(H) and acA (see [31, Lemma4.1]). By Lemma4.2, Y(H) is an 
additive subgroup of A and a’Y(H)ct = Y(H) for all x, c(’ E GL, A such that 
diag( r ‘, CI’)EE~A. 
We take arbitrary elements h, L’ E A and find s, E A such that C .Y, = I 
and 1 - (hcr,)“~ GL, A for all i. By [27]. 1 +L..Y,~EGL, A and 
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diag( (I + hc.\-,) ‘, I + c~,h) E Ez A for each i. So (1 + hr,s,) J( 1 t r,.u,h) E 
Y(H). Similarly (I -~L’.Y,) )I( 1 -c.u,h) E Y(H). So 2(hc.\-,I,+ j,cs,h) E Y(H). 
hence 4(hc.\-,J + ~,cr,h) E Y(H) and so hc.u,y + ~sc.u,h E Y(H) (using that 
2 ’ Y(H) 2 ~ I = Y(H) = 4Y( H)). Therefore 
for all h, c E A. In particular, tin, + ,td~ Y(H) for all C/E A. So h(c), + J,C) + 
((.j, + ~.(,)h E Y(H) and thus 
hyc + cyh E Y(H) for all h, I’ E A. 
Taking h = (‘= u in the latter relation we get ~UJW E Y(H). Then 
4rrJ,a E Y(H) and so UJCI E Y(H), as desired. 1 
Finally note that Theorem 2(b) is contained in Propositions 4.5,4.h. and 
4.7, except the uniqueness of Y which is contained in the following more 
general result 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Lrt A he u rip und Y a quusi-ideal of’ A. !f’ H is a 
.szrhgrozlp of C‘,(A, Y) containing E2(A, Y), then Y = L(H). 
Proof: See the proof of Proposition 4.2 in [31]. 1 
COROLLARY 4.9. Under the h~pothcses of Thrortw 2, let H ht> u suh- 
gvup of’ GL, A .mch that 
-&(A, Y) c H c C?(A, Y) 
for .sonw quasi-ideal Y of’ A. Then 
Y= L(H)=i(H)= Y(H), 
itshere i(H)= (SE A: .v’.~.Y’,’ E Hi 
Proof: Clearly 
YcL(&Y)cL(H)cY(H) 
and j”(H) c Y(H) without any restrictions on A, Y. By the definition of 
(‘z(A, Y), 
[EL A, H] = [E, A, C,(A, Y)] c E2(A, Y) c H, 
so H is normalized by E,A. Therefore 
.x-‘~~~Y~~’ = [.Y .~, \c.(l)] E [&L(H), E,A] c H 
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for any I E L(N), hence L(H) c A(H). By Lemma 4.3(b), vl( H) c L(H). So 
Y c L(H) = i.(H) = ul( H). Finally, Y = L(H) by Proposition 4.8. 1 
5. PROOF OF COROLLARY 3 
LEMMA 5.1. Jf’a ring A satisfies the hJ.potheses of Theorem 2, then A bus 
no factor ring isomorphic to anJ’ matrix ring M,,Z/3Z. 
Proof: Clearly our hypotheses are inherited by factor rings. So it 
suffices to show that ‘4 = M,,Z/3Z does not satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2 for any integer n > 1. Take a = diag( 1,O. . . . . 0) E M,,Z/3Z. If 
x=(ci,,)~M,,Z/3Z and 1 -(~.x)“EGL,A =GL,,Z/3Z, then I -(c].,)“#O, 
hence I ,, , = 0. So no sum of such elements .Y is ever equal to 1 E A. 1 
Now we check the hypotheses of Theorem 2 with N = 2 for any semilocal 
ring A as in Corollary 3. Since these hypotheses on A and A/rad(A) are 
equivalent, we need only to check it in the case when A is a product of 
matrix rings over division rings. For this, it suffices to prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let D be a division ring, card(D) > 4, II > I un integer, 
A = M,, D the ring of’ all n h), n matrices over D. Then ,fbr an)! a, h E A there 
are x,. s2 E A such that 1 - (as, )‘, 1 - (u.x~)’ E GL,,D, and .x, +x7 = h. 
ProqJ We proceed by induction on n. Assume first that n = 1. 
If (ah)2 # 1, then just take X, = h and .Y? = 0. If (ah)2 = 1, that is, ah = 1 
or -1, then we choose CED such that (l-(l-(.)‘)(l-?)#O (we are 
using that card(D) > 4). Then we take .Y, = hc and .y2 = h( 1 - c). 
Assume now that n 3 2. Note that our conclusion for a pair a, h is equiv- 
alent to that for any pair of the form pcrq, q ‘hp ‘, where p. q E GL,, D. So 
we can assume that N is a diagonal matrix. Now we write our matrices u 
and h in block form, 
and h= 
where ul, uz, h, , h, are square matrices of size < n such that u, and h, are 
of the same size. By induction. there exist square matrices J‘, , Jo, z,, z1 
such that 1 - (uI JI,)‘, 1 - (CI~ J’~)~, 1 ~ (u,:,)‘, and 1 - (a?~~)~ are inver- 
tible and Is, +J’r=h,, 3, i-z2=h4. If we set 
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then both 1 -(ax,)’ and 1 - (a~~)~ are invertible and xl +s2= h, as 
desired. 1 
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